
Sept. 26-30

UPCOMING EVENTS
Sept. 22 MOD pizza fundraiser
Sept 23 Spirit Day-Sports
Oct 4 NCA picture day
Oct 6-7 In-Service…no school
Oct 10 - Fun Run Kickoff
Oct 12-14 - Fall Conferences/ 
scholastic book fair (10-14th)
Oct 19th -FIELD TRIP DAY!

Be sure to practice your memory verse and spelling words at home! We test every Friday! While we do this in class as 
well it is always great for memory to do it at home too!
We are in the swing of things for math and reading! Each day we meet in groups, work with our partners, and grow 
together! Great job on your reading AR books and getting your homework completed! I have so many bookworms in 
this class I love it!
We had our first BOOK CLUB DAY! It was a blast! We talked about our cow we will get to adopt in October and enjoyed 
a yummy snack be sure to see our photos!
PRODIGY - we try to get on every Wednesday and battle in our math skills. This is letting us also practice 
perseverance!
Epic - Every Friday we are reading books and logging in to take AR tests! We are improving our reading every day!
BOOK REPORTS!!! These will begin in October! It will be fun for the kiddos and be a great way for them to work on 
public speaking!
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Sept. 26-30th

In chapel we 
talked about 
reflecting the light 
of Jesus to 
others! Students 
wrote about their 
way of reflecting 
Christ. 

Reading - we will be assessing reading levels and sight words. We will also be diving into our first comprehensive book, 
"The Invisible Boy". We will work on Predicting, author's purpose, and Retelling.
Grammar - We will be working on Complete Sentences. Remembering capitals, spaces, letters being lowercase, and 
punctuation marks.
Phonograms - l,r,t,v,w,z,sh,ee,ng,th
Spelling - Chapter 2 Short i,o,u words! See below for our spelling list!
Writing - This week we are working on our individual writing goals!
Math - We are starting a new review unit on subtraction! We are also working on becoming math ninjas in our rocket 
math time!
Currently, I am not sending home homework for math BUT.. If students are confused or don't finish their paper in 
class it goes home that night to finish!
Science -We are finishing up our MATTER unit and bringing on the PUMPKIN unit!
Bible/SEL - We will be reading a book called "My mouith is a Volcano" We will be learning about the importance of not 
shouting out. We are also going to talk about how Moses was humble.
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